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Abstract 
Cognitive archaeologists infer from material remains to the cognitive features of past societies. 
We characterize cognitive archaeology in terms of trace-based reasoning, that is, cognitive 
archaeology involves inferences drawing upon background theory linking objects from the 
archaeological record to cognitive (including psychological, symbolic, and ideological) features. 
We analyse such practices, examining work on cognitive evolution, language, and musicality. We 
argue that the central epistemic challenge for cognitive archaeology is often not a paucity of 
material remains, but insufficient constraint from cognitive theories. However, we also argue 
that the success of cognitive archaeology doesn’t necessarily require well-developed cognitive 
theories: success might instead lead to them. 
1. Introduction 
Human cognition and things are intimately linked: we build tools and manipulate our 
environment; we innovate, experiment, and probe. Regardless of cognition’s exact nature and its 
precise relationship with materiality, this suggests that much can be gleaned about mental and 
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cultural lives from material objects. This thought underwrites cognitive archaeology: using the 
material remains of past cultures as inferential windows to the development of human thought, 
past inner lives and social practices. 
Cognitive archaeology is crucial for telling the story of human culture and minds; for 
understanding who we are, where we came from, and what—if anything—makes our species 
special. But what conceptual and epistemic constraints are there, and what exactly does 
cognitive archaeology have to offer? In this paper we’ll provide a novel characterisation of 
cognitive archaeology and draw some conclusions about the epistemic possibilities and problems 
such an approach faces. Instead of directly engaging with debate within archaeological theory, 
our aim is to defend a conception of cognitive archaeology relevant to those generally interested 
in the nature of language, cognition and their evolution.  
We begin in section 2 with a sketch of cognitive archaeology. Section 3 draws on case studies 
which link lithic technologies to the evolution of mind and language, Section 4 draws a set of 
philosophical lessons from those discussions, and Section 5 offers concluding remarks. 
2. What is Cognitive Archaeology? 
‘Cognitive archaeology’ refers to a diverse research program. To see why, it is useful to 
situate ourselves in archaeology’s history. As Alison Wylie tells it, archaeology is marked by ‘crisis 
debates’: a more-or-less regular oscillation between two philosophical extremes (see Wylie 1985; 
Chapman and Wylie 2016; also Abramiuk 2012, chapter 1). On one extreme, archaeologists commit 
to often naïve conceptions of scientific objectivity; on another, they reject objectivity as a 
possible or desirable goal. Cognitive archaeology emerged as a reaction to the ‘New 
Archaeology’ of the 1960s and ’70s—often called processualism—which tended towards the first 
extreme. The development of radiometric dating methods provided archaeologists with the 
means to date events in human prehistory in testable (and thus scientifically-credible) ways 
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(although for limitations see Chapman and Wylie 2016). Inspired by the prospects unlocked by 
this strategy, processualists aimed to develop similarly rigorous grounds for inferring from 
material remains to ancient human life-ways. Although proponents of processualism took 
archaeology’s task to involve understanding human cultures (e.g., Binford 1972), their 
conservative epistemological stance meant that processualists often restricted their explanatory 
scope to human subsistence and settlement. Although processualists presumed a strong link 
between subsistence behaviour—the daily grind necessary for eking out a living—and 
demographic patterns of settlement, for them the material record shed little if any light on 
matters of cognition.  
The rationale behind focusing on subsistence and ecology is that physical environments and 
survival place tight constraints on human behaviour, and so licence stable inferences. The further 
one strays into the contingently human—into the cultural, mythic and political spheres—the 
weaker the inferences (Hawkes 1954). Or so the thought goes. Although founding processualist 
archaeologists such as Christopher Hawkes didn’t rule out the cultural and the cognitive from 
archaeology’s purview, they did think that the further archaeology shifts from subsistence, and 
from textual history, the more problematic the inferences become. In practice this led to a 
narrow focus on those safer inferences. And thus, it seemed, a strict requirement for epistemic 
responsibility denied archaeologists access to much of the cognitive.1 
Archaeologists pushed back against subsistence-settlement archaeology, and the diversity 
within cognitive archaeology arises from the diversity of reactions to that older practice. Roughly 
speaking, one group extended processualism by affirming scientific routes into our cognitive 
past, typically by utilizing a wider theoretical toolkit (Renfrew 1993; Peebles 1993). Another set 
rejected processualism altogether (Hodder 1993; Bender 1993). Such ‘post-processualists’ took a 
                                                             
1 Lewis Binford, for one, argued that the social and ideational could in principle be glimpsed from 
subsistence, given the tight coupling between subsistence and social organization/ideology: this in part 
opened up the possibility of a processualist cognitive archaeology. 
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hermeneutic (‘interpretative’) approach and emphasized self-conscious reflexivity on the part of 
archaeologists themselves: they stressed that their own cognition was deeply biased, and that 
archaeology necessitates a dialogue between the present and the past. Today, archaeology is 
deeply disunified theoretically (Ribeiro 2018) and cognitive archaeology is just one thread among 
many. Our focus will be on the processualist tradition, but the post-processualist emphasis on the 
reflexivity of archaeological inquiry matters for our concluding discussion; moreover, we focus on 
the nature of the inferences drawn—the reasoning practices of cognitive archaeologists—rather 
than the more metaphysical contexts in which archaeological theory is typically debated. 
And so, cognitive archaeology arises from an insistence that the material remains of the 
archaeological record can provide stable, warranted access to the minds and cultures of the 
peoples of the deep past. It is, at base, a reaction to a perceived conservative focus on ecology 
and subsistence. Within these broad strokes, a variety of definitions and strategies have been 
suggested. We’ll start with a brief example, before drawing on some philosophical machinery to 
provide a definition. 
2.1 Material Music 
The remains of musical instruments can underwrite powerful inferences to the cognition of those 
who built and used them. 
In 2008, one of the oldest flutes (pipes) currently known was discovered in Hohle Fels in 
southwestern Germany (Conard et al. 2009). Constructed from a vulture’s wing bone (a typical 
raw material for flutes; see Morley 2013), it is dated to approximately 40 kya.2  At nearly 22cm 
long and sporting five fingerholes, the object appears to be virtually complete. The bone was 
scraped smooth, finger-holes were created by etching concave depressions and then piercing 
                                                             
2 We use ‘kya’ to denote ‘thousand years ago’ and ‘mya’ for ‘million years ago’. 
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them, and the proximal end of the bone was adjusted to better function as a mouth-hole. Cut 
marks near the finger holes suggest they were intentionally measured and placed, although the 
underlying reasons are unknown (perhaps physical practicality, pitch convention, or pedagogy).  
Archaeologists have claimed that such flutes are “fully developed musical instruments” 
(Conard and Malina 2008, p. 14) and that they must be “several conceptual stages removed from 
the earliest origins… of instrumental musical expression” (d’Errico et al. 2003, p. 46), 
underscoring the technological and musical competences of ancient humans. Thus music must 
have mattered to Upper Palaeolithic humans: why else dedicate such time, energy and resources 
to it?  
Inference from flutes to the importance of music in the societies that built them illustrates a 
common mode in cognitive archaeology: minimal-capacity inference. Minimal-capacity inferences 
identify plausible pre-conditions for the production of some object, and then infer from the 
objects to those pre-conditions. That is, the minimal capacities allegedly required for the 
production of the object ground the inference. Sophisticated instruments don’t arise whole-
cloth, so these flutes signal a developed technological and cultural tradition, and thus also the 
cognitive wherewithal required for such traditions. Similarly, you don’t put highly skilled labour 
into musical instruments unless music matters, so caring about music is a minimal condition for 
the production of complex musical instruments. 
Ancient flute-makers didn’t restrict themselves to bone, but utilized other materials as well. 
The oldest known mammoth ivory flute is near-contemporary with the oldest known bone flutes, 
and ivory flutes bespeak yet more sophisticated production methods. The wing bones of birds 
make for ideal flute-material: they are naturally hollow, of an appropriate size, easy to craft, and 
combine being light-weight with sturdiness. Ivory is tough to work, the wrong size, heavy, and 
dense. So, to make a flute from ivory, Morley tells us: 
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. . . a section of ivory must be sawn to the correct length, it must then be sawn in half 
along its length, the core lamellae (layers) must be removed, and then the two halves of 
the flute must be refitted and bound together with a bonding substance which must 
create an airtight seal in order for the pipe to produce a sound. (Morley, 2013, p. 50) 
 
A nontrivial procedure! Yet replica experiments suggest ivory flutes were at best equivalent, or 
even inferior, to bone flutes (Conard and Malina 2008). Playing a flute introduces moisture, 
softening the adhesive holding the halves of the ivory flute together. After half an hour of 
playing, re-gluing—or at least touching up—is needed to keep the flute airtight. Ivory flutes were 
thus costly to create and maintain. Given these costs it’s not a stretch to think that ivory flutes 
indicated social status or significance (for example, they may have had a special ritual function). 
Such differentiation in flutes, particularly between the more practical bone flutes and difficult-to-
construct ivory ones, potentially then signals increasing social differentiation (and the social-
hierarchical thinking that would accompany it) in Upper Palaeolithic human societies (Killin 2018).  
This inference is not based on minimal capacity, but is what we’ll call a causal-association 
inference. While minimal-capacity inferences identify preconditions for some property and infer 
from the property to those preconditions, causal-association inferences draw on multiple lines of 
evidence to build a case for a (non-necessary) association between a material trace and a feature 
of past societies. For instance, Kuhn (2014) argues that cumulative shifts in Late Pleistocene 
human adornment technologies—from the use of ochre and pigment, to beads, to more 
complex ornaments and grave goods—reflects changing social dynamics and increasing social 
complexity, and Killin (2018) fits musical artefacts into this general framework. Evidence relating 
costly items with little functional purpose to social differentiation (e.g., by examining differences 
in material culture between more and less differentiated societies) adds to the case for taking 
the existence of such items as signals of social structure. Such inferences may be purely 
associative, based on a robust correlation between two properties, or they can involve causal 
modelling. Causal-association and minimal-capacity inferences are distinguished by, first, their 
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differing logic: with minimal-capacity inferences, one infers from an alleged necessity, while 
causal-association inferences are inductive. Second, their differing epistemic support: causal-
association inferences typically rely on multiple lines of evidence to build the association. 
2.2 Cognitive archaeology characterized 
As we’ve seen, cognitive archaeologists are in the business of using material remains (ochre, 
beads, bone and ivory flutes) to make claims about the mental and cultural3 lives of past humans 
(societies were increasingly socially differentiated in the Late Pleistocene). However, human 
behaviour is cultural, technological, cognitive behaviour, so what might delineate cognitive 
archaeology from other research programs? We think cognitive archaeology is best understood 
as involving a kind of trace-based reasoning.  
Trace-based reasoning in general takes some contemporary phenomena—some physical 
trace: a modified bone, say—and then, via understanding the processes by which such remains 
form (via ‘middle-range’, or ‘midrange’ theory), infers claims about past states of affairs (see 
Currie 2018, chapter 3; Kosso 2001; Jeffares 2008).4 In the trace-based reasoning of cognitive 
archaeology, the traces are the material remains of past human/hominin activity, the claims are 
about cognitive/cultural features, and the midrange theories are those which link those features 
with material remains. The midrange theory at hand, then, concerns the expression of thought, 
psychology, sociality, ideology, and myth in material remains. Such are the ingredients which take 
us from things to thinking.  
                                                             
3 Archaeologists often use ‘cultural’ in a very broad sense, to include subsistence activities, and so forth. 
We here use it in a narrower sense to mean complex, contingent social activities such as institutional or 
religious structures. 
4 ‘Middle-range’ theory is Lewis Binford’s term, and it is intended that the regularities involved are not ‘law-
like’ but rather occupy a ‘middle range’ between laws and particulars. 
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Our account aims to strike a balance between being too narrow and too permissive.5 
 On the too-broad side, Flannery and Marcus (1993) define cognitive archaeology as “the 
study of all those aspects of ancient culture that are the product of the human mind”; they 
include a long list of examples but specifically “make no mention of such common subsistence-
settlement behaviours as hunting, fishing, farming, plant collecting, tool-making and so on” (p. 
261). Such definitions are in explicit opposition to earlier processualist approaches. It is unclear 
whether such a broad definition is particularly helpful. As Colin Renfrew put it: “Nearly every 
human enterprise has its cognitive aspect, and every thought which finds expression in the 
archaeological record must have been accompanied by an action leaving some material trace” 
(1993, p. 248). Simply defining cognitive archaeology as not being subsistence archaeology both 
misses the connections between subsistence and cognition, and is uninformative, failing as it 
does to identify what is distinctive of the practices of cognitive archaeologists. 
Other definitions are narrower. Thomas Wynn (2017), for instance, specifically links 
psychological theories to cognitive archaeology. His proposal, in our parlance, would claim that 
only inferences using midrange theories from psychology would count. We think there are 
reasons to reject accounts like Wynn’s. First, the need for midrange theories to be explicitly 
psychological holds cognitive archaeology hostage to those theories. Wynn himself points out 
that a commitment to the theories of Piaget undermined early approaches to cognitive 
archaeology. As Piaget’s theoretical work became questioned, so too were the archaeological 
inferences made on the basis of that work.6 On such accounts, the epistemic power of cognitive 
archaeology is held hostage to the fate of the psychological theories at hand. Such worries often 
                                                             
5 Notice that our characterization is silent on matters of disciplinary background or membership, 
institutionally defined. As we see it, cognitive archaeology today comprises a diverse research cluster of 
archaeologists, psychologists and cognitive scientists, philosophers, and cultural theorists. This disciplinary 
diversity is reflected in the case studies discussed in Section 3. 
6 Another example is Christopher Peeble’s appeal to ‘capital EP’ Evolutionary Psychology, which we take to 
have been seriously challenged (e.g., Downes 2010). 
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underwrite demands for new theoretical frameworks and methods which can “make proper use 
of theory from the behavioral and neurosciences to support inferences from and about the 
archaeological record” (Barnard et al. 2017, p. 46). Second, we think theories need not be 
explicitly psychological to take us from material remains to culture and cognition: consider 
Renfrew’s use of symbolic theory (Renfrew 2012), Kuhn’s use of biological signalling theory (Kuhn 
2014), and the more local, bottom-up midrange theories we’ll highlight through the case studies 
in the next section. Third and finally, such accounts potentially privilege psychological (or 
neuroscientific) theory over the more local theories and hypotheses which we think are often 
doing the heavy lifting in archaeological inferences in practice. Consider, for instance, the 
reasoning behind the inference from bone and ivory flutes to the significance of music we have 
just seen. In that context, general theories of human cognition (much less neuroscientific ones) 
do significantly less work than ideas about the capacities of the physical structures themselves, 
and what goes into constructing them. We don’t think a preference for some kind of theory over 
another should be baked into our conception of cognitive archaeology. 
So, cognitive archaeologists infer from material traces to the cultural and cognitive past using 
midrange theory connecting them. On our account, the potential of cognitive archaeology is 
constrained by the availability of material remains, and the tightness of the links between 
material remains and the cognitive features of interest. In the next section, we discuss case 
studies linking lithic technology to the evolution of mind and language. In section four, we argue 
that it is not a lack of material remains, but how well understood and constraining our midrange 
theory is, which presents the biggest challenge to cognitive archaeology.  
3. Lithics, Mind, and Language 
Constructing complex musical instruments from bird bones and mammoth ivory requires fancy 
cognitive capacities: forward planning (and thus ‘mental time-travel’), good working memory, 
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focus and impulse control, impressive manual dexterity, and task specialization. But it is hardly 
controversial that humans a measly 40,000 years ago were capable of all this. Humans have been 
human (i.e., anatomically modern) for at least 200,000 years; perhaps 300,000. What’s 
controversial is locating these capacities significantly earlier. Some argue that the Acheulean 
lithic industry (see Table 1)—beginning over 1.5 mya and lasting over a million years—gives us 
reason to push back hominin possession of these traits to significantly earlier dates. This involves 
a minimal-capacity inference: from the presence of material remains (Acheulean stone tools) to 
cognitive properties via midrange theories which, for instance, take mental time-travel to be 
necessary for the complex tasks involved in generating the object.  
As is appropriate for a minimal-capacity inference, the debate turns on the cognitive 
capacities required for the production of the tools. As far as the Oldowan industry (see Table 1) is 
concerned (and even earlier—see Balter 2015; Harmand and Lewis et al. 2015), stone tool 
production was plausibly perpetuated by simple imitation and individual experience. Gary 
Tomlinson (2015) argues that little more is required for Acheulean stone tool production. Even as 
far into the Acheulean phase as 1 mya, Tomlinson sees stone tools as the result of fully embodied, 
unplanned, opportunistically-enacted actions, transmitted socially via straightforward mimetic 
copying and trial-and-error learning. Tomlinson does not deny Acheulean knappers complex 
sociality, but envisions their minds as being largely great-ape-like. Thus the outcomes of the 
production sequence (bilateral symmetry, tear-drop shapes, etc.) were neither pre-planned nor 
intended, on his view, but were by-products of the embodied “standardized sequences of 
gestures…. [T]hinking of the hominin mind dictating symmetries has it backwards; it is the body-
stone interaction from which symmetries (and perhaps even the mind) emerge” (Tomlinson 2015, 
pp. 67-68).  Note that Tomlinson’s argument turns on the mental capacities required for 
producing the traces in question: he aims to undermine the minimal-capacity inference from lithic 
remains to an advancement in cognitive competences.  
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Industry Description Illustration 
Oldowan 
(from 2.6 
mya) 
Simple stone tools: cutters, 
choppers, scrapers. Created 
by striking a river pebble or 
rock with a hammerstone 
to chip flakes off and thus 
leave a sharp edge.  
 
(a) Oldowan stone tool  
Acheulean 
(from 1.7 mya) 
Stone cleavers and bilateral 
teardrop-shaped hand-
axes. (1) Acheulean cleavers 
resemble Oldowan 
choppers but are bifacial 
and have a wide, sharp 
cutting edge that runs 
perpendicular to the axis of 
the tool. Typically they were 
made from flakes detached 
from larger rocks/slabs; 
once detached, the flake 
was further modified to 
fashion the end product.  
(2) Acheulean hand-axes 
were created by first 
removing large flakes from 
a large stone or slab of rock 
to be used as cores. The 
selected core was stood on 
its edge on a stone anvil 
and struck with a hard 
hammerstone to shape the 
flake. Once it was roughly in 
shape, the flake was 
worked over again with 
finer precision to create a 
finely-chipped, sharp edge 
and its teardrop shape.     
 
(b) Acheulean cleaver  
 
(c) Acheulean hand-axe 
TABLE 1 Descriptions and illustrations of stone tools from the Oldowan and Acheulean industries. 
Images (a) and (c) have been released into the public domain; image (b) is reproducible under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic License. Attribution (a-c): José-Manuel Benito 
Álvarez. Sources= (a) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stone_tool#/media/ 
File:Chopping_tool.gif; (b) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleaver_(tool)#/media/File:Hendidor.png;  
(c) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stone_tool#/media/File:Hand_axe_spanish.gif. Accessed 16 January 2019 
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Killin (2016, 2017a), among others, is sceptical of Tomlinson’s proposal. The symmetry 
exhibited in Acheulean lithics, for example, is arguably too technically demanding to be the 
inevitable outcome of an enacted unplanned operational chain of gestures. As Peter Hiscock puts 
it: 
[Knapping] is intrinsically a complex process that requires competency at a number of 
levels simultaneously: bio-mechanical capacity to strike accurately and forcefully; the 
capacity to anticipate and identify emerging problems in the specimen morphology and 
to apply an effective action from a repertoire of potential responses; the capacity to plan 
ahead, which involves mental projections of both future actions and predicted outcomes. 
(Hiscock 2014, p. 34) 
 
Hiscock (2014) argues knapping is a dangerously unforgiving pastime. You must know what 
you’re doing to avoid a shard of rock in the eye, or disfiguring your hand. You couldn’t 
unwittingly enact an embodied sequence of unintentional gestures without risking severe injury. 
And complex production methods comprising hierarchically organized stages are unlikely to be 
the inevitable outcome of embodied, unplanned patterns of physical actions.7 Consider the 
constraints of working with the large slabs of rock (~65 kg) from Isampur Quarry, from which 
flakes were struck to be used as cores for reduction:   
Experimental evidence shows that stabilizing the core could be achieved in one of two 
ways: either one person could lift the core while another put dirt underneath to cushion it 
and prop it up, or the second person could hold the core directly while the first person 
strikes it…. Either way, producing large flake blanks from these giant cores was 
apparently a two-person job. (Shipton and Nielsen 2015, p. 339) 
 
So Killin (2016) supposes, contra Tomlinson, that Acheulean tool production is not 
unplanned/unintended work: Acheulean tools are instead a signal of salient cognitive capacities 
(see also Jeffares 2010; Shipton 2013; Hiscock 2014). These capacities include the following: 
                                                             
7 See Shipton and Nielsen (2015) for a discussion of the method of production of stone cleavers. 
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(1) shared intentionality, which involves recognising another’s intention, and thus at least 
basic theory of mind;  
(2) episodic memory, making intentional repetition of past successful knapping gestures 
possible;  
(3) forward planning and thus at least basic mental time-travel (during the Acheulean’s 
early phase, tools or the raw materials for tools were transported from their 
sources for up to 13 km, increasing to 100 km by the Acheulean’s later phase—see 
Marwick 2003; Petraglia et al. 2005);  
(4) mental models/templates, involving a (presumably crude at first) representation of the 
end product (of course, there is much variation with respect to shape and 
symmetry in the record—McNabb et al. 2004; Petraglia and Shipton 2008);  
(5) impulse control and attentive focus, since production methods (from sourcing the raw 
material, testing it for suitability, to knapping the finished item via several stages) 
require some level of commitment to the task in the face of moment-to-moment 
distraction; many Acheulean tools were knapped for use in the ‘elsewhere and 
elsewhen’ and their benefits were not found in the here-and-now as knappers 
produced them (Jeffares 2010);  
(6) greater executive motor control of the hand and arm, as manual dexterity and tools 
co-evolve (Marzke 2013);  
(7) greater communication skills: gestural communication—pointing, miming, etc., 
alongside vocalisations for emphasis and to command attention—would have 
proved very useful in coordinating joint activities and in transmitting knapping 
skills (Sterelny 2012);  
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(8) greater intentional listening, as sound provides an effective means of diagnosis for the 
suitability of raw material (Killin 2017a; Morley 2013).  
If something like this is right, then basic forward planning, more-than-rudimentary theory 
of mind, explicit teaching, and simple mental models were part of the Acheulean cognitive 
repertoire.8 This thought becomes more compelling when linked to other lines of evidence that 
also point to advances in cognitive evolution, such as encephalization increases (Antón and 
Snodgrass 2012; Antón et al. 2014), coordinated big-game hunting (Bunn and Pickering 2010a, 
2010b; Pickering and Bunn 2012; Stiner 2013) and, although controversial, early fire use (Goren-
Inbar er at. 2004; Wrangham 2009; Attwell et al. 2015; Gowlett 2016). 
Debates such as that between Killin and Tomlinson are not over psychological or 
cognitive theories per se, but concern the cognitive and social capacities required to produce 
certain kinds of objects. Killin thinks greater cognitive and social wherewithal is necessary to 
explain what is found in the Acheulean record than Tomlinson does, and thus at least some of the 
disagreement between the two theorists is over which minimal-capacity inferences are 
applicable. As we’ll expand on below, we think such disputes are common in cognitive 
archaeology and as they do not turn on any specific psychological theory, these undermine 
characterizations of cognitive archaeology that require explicit psychological theories (cf. Wynn 
2017).  
Theory plays a more explicit role in debates about the origins of language. According to many 
associated with Chomskyan minimalism, language evolved catastrophically (see e.g. Berwick and 
Chomsky 2015; Chomsky 2007). Chomskyans are saltationists, positing the abrupt onset of 
“Merge”, a single grammatical operation which allowed lexical items to be recursively combined. 
Before Merge, only very simple communication was possible, involving only the external 
                                                             
8 Greg Currie (ms) argues that Acheulean lithics also evinces an aesthetic sensibility: that ancient hominins 
found certain objects aesthetically pleasing; Killin (2018) is sympathetic to this idea, though loosens the 
concept at stake to the ‘proto-aesthetic’.  
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expression of basic internal concepts. Afterwards, the emergence of fully-fledged language was 
possible.9 In Chomsky’s words, “a rewiring of the brain took place in some individual, call him 
Prometheus, yielding the operation of unbounded Merge” (2010, p. 59); “Perhaps it was an 
automatic consequence of absolute brain size… or perhaps some minor chance mutation” (2007, 
p. 18). According to Chomskyans, public language appeared less than 100,000 years ago and is 
evolutionarily continuous only with an internal/private language-of-thought (‘i-language’) and not 
with conspecific communication (external, ‘e-language’).  
Ian Tattersall (2017), a leading Chomskyan archaeologist, associates language with symbolic 
behaviour which he argues is not evident in the archaeological record until around 100 kya. This 
causal-association inference relates a category of material features to language capacities in 
order to provide a theoretical basis for investigating anticipated differences in the archaeological 
record before and after language, in this case, the absence or presence of symbolism. For 
Tattersall, symbolic material culture is language’s ‘smoking gun’:  he argues that traces of 
symbolism are absent before 100 kya and thus that language’s presence before that time is 
unlikely. 
Of course, one does not need to accept the Chomskyan emphasis on internal language in 
order to conceive of language as a late-evolving phenomenon. Davidson and Noble (1989) 
adopted a nonrepresentational, ecological-psychological theory of cognition (Gibson 1986), 
according to which organisms respond to ‘perceived energy fluxes’ (e.g., acoustic or 
electromagnetic) in their environment. On Davidson and Noble’s picture, mimicry was a 
necessary prerequisite for the emergence of depiction, which in turn was a necessary 
prerequisite for the evolution of language. And since depiction crops up late in the archaeological 
record, Davidson and Noble argue that so must have language. 
                                                             
9 For an extended critique of Chomskyan language evolution, see Planer (2017c). 
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 Gradualists, on the other hand, typically see language as evolving incrementally over a long 
period of time. On such views, language is evolutionarily continuous with earlier traits: either the 
largely gestural communication systems of great apes (Hewes 1973; Tomasello 2008; Sterelny 
2012; Corballis 2017; Killin 2017b), or the vocalisations (possibly song-like, possibly word-like) of 
our deep-past ancestors (e.g., Darwin 1871; Mithen 2005; Fitch 2010). Gradualists often hunt for 
precursor systems to language—sometimes called ‘protolanguages’—communication traditions 
that have some, but not all, of the distinctive features of modern and ethnographically-known 
languages. Here we focus on Ronald Planer’s (2017a, 2017b) account, which links language to 
Acheulean lithics. 
Planer argues that Early Pleistocene hominins had protolanguage on the basis of Acheulean 
material remains, particularly tools. First, he outlines a “package of cognitive abilities” that are 
“sufficient, given appropriate socio-ecological conditions, for the emergence and continued 
existence of language” (Planer 2017b, p. 212). Second, he provides archaeological evidence 
suggestive of the presence of these abilities in ancient hominins. Third, he offers an argument to 
the effect that ancient hominins would have been much advantaged by—and would have 
genuine uses for—such a protolanguage. 
Here, Planer makes a causal-association inference. Notice that supporting such inferences 
often involves a two-way dialogue between theory and evidence: one doesn’t start with an a 
priori theory and then fit the evidence to it, rather the two evolve together. Planer does not 
intend to ‘prove’ the existence of an Acheulean protolanguage, instead providing a ‘proof of 
concept’: an incrementalist-friendly route that hominin language evolution could have taken. 
Planer’s cognitive package includes (1) the cognitive competences of extant primates plus (2) 
informational theory of mind, the “ability to  mentally represent other agents as possessing 
certain information-carrying states as well as states that specify an environmental condition that 
the agent is motivated to bring about” (p. 212), (3) mental-model construction, the ability to 
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construct mental representations/templates of situations, and (4) imitation of interpersonal acts, 
the ability to mimic the actions of other individuals. (For why he think this cognitive package 
suffices for protolanguage see Planer 2017a.) 
To illustrate Planer’s reasoning, we’ll focus on informational theory of mind, which Planer 
(2017b) links to instructed learning. He suggests the expertly-knapped Acheulean tools depended 
on explicit teaching, not merely on individual observation. He notes that modern humans require 
extensive training and rehearsal to develop comparable knapping skills (Stout 2002), and that 
Acheulean patterns of raw material selection (see Shipton et al. 2009) suggest demonstration 
and error correction. For Planer, instructed learning “constitutes evidence for an increased 
understanding of others as intentional agents relative to that which was present in our last 
common ancestor with chimpanzees” (p. 215), something tantamount to an informational theory 
of mind. So, he infers from Acheulean tools, to theory of mind (inter alia), to the existence of 
protolanguage. 
Both incrementalists and saltationists about language offer ‘ingredients’ required for its 
emergence, and attempt to link these to material remains in evidencing their hypotheses. The 
interaction between theory (the ingredients) and the remains is not one-way: features of the 
record are used to critique and develop theories of language. And intimate examination of the 
materials is often a flash-point of debate. Thus, cognitive archaeology is a means for bringing the 
theoretical and empirical into profound, two-directional contact.  
As we’ve seen, a characteristic form of reasoning in cognitive archaeology involves minimal-
competence inferences. These take kinds of cognitive capabilities or cultural features to be 
necessary for the successful production, or motivation to produce, kinds of material goods. In 
such inferences midrange theory links material remains to past capacities via the claim that those 
capacities are a necessary condition for the generation of those goods. As a result, debate in 
cognitive archaeology frequently turns on what is theoretically required to produce items and 
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patterns in the archaeological record. That is, disputes often turn on midrange theory. Note again 
that discussions don’t always turn on ‘capital T’ Theories from psychology per se. One needn’t 
commit to, say, cognitivism or non-cognitivism to debate whether certain activities require 
forward planning, although considering whether this is the case might inform us about such 
theories. Moreover, cognitive archaeologists rarely if ever have direct evidence of the 
mechanisms underlying the cognitive capacities at stake in some debate. But this needn’t 
discourage progress: often one need only commit to theories of the ‘performance specs’ of 
ancient minds (as Kim Sterelny has put it to us)—what operations ancient minds were able to 
perform—not to theories of how those minds are computationally or neurally structured to meet 
those specifications. 
As we’ve seen, causal-association inferences are a further mode of inference in cognitive 
archaeology. Here, multiple lines of evidence connect some feature of a practice to its material 
remains. Planer constructs an associative case, drawing on a broad array of evidence, to argue for 
language’s incremental emergence. We can connect the sophistication of Acheulean tools with 
other hominin features such as signals of hunting, brain-size increase, and so forth. Instead of a 
necessary connection or precondition as in minimal-capacity inferences, we draw on multiple 
lines of evidence to build an empirical tool provisioning access to the past. 
In the next section we draw on these points to argue that (1) the main challenge for cognitive 
archaeology involves midrange theory and yet (2) a successful cognitive archaeology need not 
commit to any particular psychological or cognitive theory, and further (3) cognitive archaeology 
not only provides an important line of evidence for reconstructing the past, it also necessitates 
critiques and developments of theories of human cognition. 
4. Epistemic Challenges & Value 
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Here we make some philosophical points about the value of and challenges faced by 
cognitive archaeology. We’ll start by considering the role of theories. 
Distinguish between two roles theories of cognition might play in cognitive archaeology. 
First, they can be midrange theories: that is, provide licence to take material remains as evidence 
of past cognition. Second, cognitive theories can be tested against the historical record that 
archaeology reveals. Insofar as different theories make different claims about the timing or 
ordering, or dependencies between, various cognitive capacities, these can be potentially tested 
against the historical record. Our claim that grander (capital ‘T’) cognitive or psychological 
theories are not necessary for much cognitive archaeology is more precisely the claim that they 
rarely play the role of midrange theory. Most of the inferences cognitive archaeologists make are 
compatible with multiple general theories of cognition, and only once the historical sequence of 
events emerges might such theories be put to the test. And a good thing too. If a theory has 
been used to interpret the record (that is, acting as midrange theory), then using the resulting 
interpretation to support that theory could be problematic (what Bell 2015 calls ‘xeroxing’). This 
suggests that a primary value of cognitive archaeology is providing new empirical routes into 
testing cognitive theories. Below, we’ll suggest another. But before that, let’s consider three 
epistemic challenges to cognitive archaeology: whether intentions or culture are the proper 
target of such inferences at all, whether there are sufficient material remains, and whether 
midrange theory is sufficiently constraining. 
We might worry about the possibility of inferring from material remains to intentions or 
cognitive states in the first place. Because these states are internal mental states, inferences 
from their material products are just too indirect and underdetermined to be justified, or perhaps 
we make a mistake by drawing apart intentions from materiality in the first place. We’re not 
moved by this. Some archaeologists, in effect, collapse cognition with its material remains (a 
variety of behaviourism), or with past features more intimately connected to remains: for 
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example, “[the] symbolic and cognitive are largely equivalent” (Renfrew 1993, p. 249). If 
Renfrew’s right, then arguably intentions are not private, and by accessing interpersonal 
symbolic meaning we access intention. Outside cognitive archaeology, contemporary 
archaeologists often cast this kind of approach in explicitly metaphysical terms, claiming that 
splitting intentions from behaviour (or material culture) is an example of a problematic 
ontological dualism (see, for instance, Harris 2018). But we needn’t (and, we think, shouldn’t) go 
this far. First, any inference to the past involves fallible induction. Underdetermination is 
common in historical science (Turner 2005), and no doubt rife whether we’re interested in 
subsistence or spirit. Second, we shouldn’t prejudge which aspects of the past are accessible and 
which aren’t: determining epistemic access requires putting in the empirical hard yards, and 
whether some past fact is accessible or not depends upon fine-grained features of the context at 
hand (Currie 2018). As such, simply writing off cognitive, intentional and mental capacities as 
being generally inaccessible is unjustified. Third, even if cognitive archaeology is the practice of 
shifting from things to thinking, such inferences shouldn’t be considered in epistemic isolation. 
Marcus and Flannery (1994) preferred to name their practice holistic rather than cognitive 
archaeology, emphasizing the need to incorporate many lines of evidence from multiple 
perspectives to get to the cultural and cognitive (a common theme: Peebles 1993; Ion 2017; Wylie 
2011; Stiner and Kuhn 2016; Flannery and Marcus 1993; Currie 2016; Currie and Killin 2016; 
Abramiuk 2012). Although simple models connecting particular material remains to cognitive 
faculties are the bedrock of cognitive archaeology, making convincing inferences about the 
cultures and minds of past people usually does require integration with many lines of evidence. 
But that’s hardly surprising: historical scientists are ‘methodological omnivores’ (Currie 2015, 
2018).  
A second worry (and we think the most common) points to a lack of material remains. 
Consider Richard Lewontin on cognitive evolution: 
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… the best lesson our readers can learn is to give up the childish notion that everything 
that is interesting about nature can be understood. History, and evolution is a form of 
history, simply does not leave sufficient traces... It might be interesting to know how 
cognition (whatever that is) arose and spread and changed, but we cannot know. Tough 
luck (Lewontin 1998, p. 130).  
 
Flannery and Marcus (1993) also worry that without a “sufficiently rich” body of supporting data 
“cognitive archaeology becomes little more than speculation, a kind of bungee jump into the 
land of fantasy” (p. 261). Although more optimistic than Lewontin, Flannery and Marcus agree 
that downstream remains are a major constraint on cognitive archaeology. On such views, then, 
the main challenge for cognitive archaeology is finding traces of our cognitive pasts. We think 
this is a mistake: in principle, there are bountiful remains of past cultural lifeways. 
While it is true that many interesting things about cognition and its evolution may never be 
known, it is not a lack of material remains that challenges cognitive archaeology, it is a lack of 
well-grounded theories which connect those remains to their idiosyncratic cultural and cognitive 
origins. Despite issues of preservation, finding remains should not be problematic because 
human activities are cultural, cognitive activities: we occupy highly social, scaffolded epistemic 
niches (Sterelny 2003). Human action is intentional action: subsistence is not decoupled from the 
cultural or cognitive. Given this, any human remain will in principle carry with it rich information 
about the local and idiosyncratic culture and cognition underwriting it. The trick is to decode that 
information.  
This response shouldn’t be taken too far: evidence of the past is sometimes truly 
impoverished. (The Denisovans, an ancient hominin species, for instance, are known only from a 
few bone fragments.10) Traces erode and decay, and without material culture, cognitive 
archaeology cannot get off the ground. So new evidence is always desirable, obviously. It can 
                                                             
10 See, e.g., Gibbons (2011); Stringer and Barnes (2015). 
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change our picture of the past, and has done so, frequently, in surprising ways. But often, the 
challenge for cognitive archaeological inference-making isn’t having material to work with. After 
all, we have the many objects comprising the archaeological record and more objects are being 
unearthed and discovered. The challenge is having midrange theories which are sufficiently well-
understood and constraining to reach into our cultural and cognitive histories—to make sense of 
the cognitive within the remains. It is all very well to see the remnants of human sociality as 
information-rich, but if we lack ways of decoding that information, then cognitive archaeology 
likely cannot do better than the “entirely imaginative and unbridled exercises” (Renfrew 1993, p. 
249) which Renfrew accuses post-processualist archaeologists of.  
Why might the relevant midrange theory be so hard to come by? The problem is, in effect, the 
idiosyncratic and often arbitrary nature of cognition and culture. A major exception to our claim 
about general cognitive theories not playing much role in licencing inferences to the past is the 
recognition that human behaviour, culture and cognition is extremely plastic and context-
sensitive.  As Ian Hodder puts it, “since all cognition is social, situated interpretations have to be 
made in any cognitive analysis” (Hodder 1993, p. 257). Midrange theories (like all theories!) rely 
upon repeated cases for evidential support (Tucker 1998), so if the relationship between 
cognition and remains is idiosyncratic, they might be empirically impoverished. 
Modern (and, we think, attractive) models of human cognition both increase material 
engagement’s importance but also the unique idiosyncrasy of those engagements. If humans are 
highly plastic, often using material objects to produce, in Lambros Malafouris’ terms, “things that 
very often alter the ecology of our minds, re-configure the boundaries of our thinking and the 
ways we make sense of the world” (2015, p. 351), then those objects play critical roles in how our 
minds work—thus carrying rich, specific information—but unlocking their secrets becomes 
significantly trickier. If particular human cognitive expressions are unique in this sense our 
incapacity to overcome underdetermination of interpretation is not, as it were, our fault; it is not 
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due to some methodological failing on our part (as Renfrew 1993 suggested), but rather due to 
the nature of the system at hand (Currie and Walsh 2018). To summarize: human material culture 
just is the remains of our idiosyncratic, context-specific cognition, so insofar as there is material 
culture, there are remains to work with. However, because of that idiosyncrasy, constructing and 
supporting middle-range theories linking remains to cognition is often difficult. 
Having said this, there are reasons to doubt that the situation is discouragingly dire. 
Minimal-capacity inferences often rely on well-grounded midrange theory. As we’ve seen, the 
production of ivory flutes requires impressive technical know-how, and a developed tradition is 
required to reach their levels of sophistication. Sometimes, then, cognition and its material 
remains are not so idiosyncratic. Further, when supported from multiple sources, causal-
association inferences can also have significant empirical grounding. Wynn (2017), for instance, 
places cognitive archaeology alongside paleoneurology (the study of patterns of brain 
morphology over evolutionary time), evolutionary psychology, and primatology (and we would 
add comparative psychology more generally). Moreover, we doubt we should bet against new 
midrange theories being developed in the future. Inferring from a lack of well-grounded theories 
now, to a lack in the future, bets against the ingenuity of future theorists (Currie 2015, 2018). 
Further, perfect analogues are not required to develop midrange theories: careful navigation 
between many different, imperfect evidential sources provides rich access to the past (Currie 
2018 calls this ‘exquisite corpse modelling’).  
Perhaps the problem lies in which midrange theories are in play. When cognitive 
archaeologists worry about their work’s theoretical grounding they often have general theories 
in mind: representationalism versus enactivism, for instance. And yet, we’ve argued that 
empirically investigating the relationship between, say, working memory and the production of 
tools, or linguistic capacity and skill transferal, doesn’t turn on such ‘High Theorizing’: cognitive 
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archaeology succeeds with low-level, bottom-up midrange theory without dalliances with grand 
psychological theories. 
The value of the archaeological record isn’t exhausted by reconstructions of our cognitive 
past. Archaeologists are intimately concerned with things: tools, buildings, pottery. These are, 
after all, their primary evidence. As we saw in debates about the mental capacities required for 
constructing Acheulean tools, considering cognition from a thing-orientated perspective 
encourages the application of embodied, extended, distributed, and (more controversially) 
enactivist approaches to cognition in opposition to the computational approaches which 
predominate in cognitive science (Malafouris 2015; see also Renfrew 2008, pp. 119-120). Cognitive 
archaeology is ultimately about the relationship between human cognition and physical human 
artifice, and this perspective can challenge notions of cognition (Vallee-Tourangeau 2014; Kirsh 
2014; Sterelny 2017). 
 Alison Wylie has long emphasized the capacity of the material record to upset deep-seated 
assumptions: over and again, objects have refused to play ball with our preconceptions (Wylie 
2002, 2011; Chapman and Wylie 2016). Her 2002 book, which our title intentionally references, is 
Thinking from Things. In applying our conceptions of culture and cognition to the material record, 
we not only infer the cognitive from its downstream material effects: our thinking itself is 
challenged. As post-processualists emphasize, cognitive archaeology is necessarily a reflexive 
activity and, as such, in attempting to infer from things to thinking, we end up thinking from 
things. That is, our conception of cognitive possibility is challenged, developed and broadened. 
So, in addition to testing cognitive theories against the historical record, cognitive archaeology 
might itself be a source of those theories. 
5. Conclusion 
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Cognitive archaeology is the practice of inferring from things to thinking, linking material 
remains to cognitive features of past humans and their societies via midrange theories. 
Inferences typically take the form of either minimal-capacity inferences (arguing that some 
cognitive capacity is a pre-condition for the production of some remain), or causal-association 
inferences (building an inductive association between a cognitive feature and remains, often 
using multiple evidence streams). Such practices inform us about the timing, nature, and 
trajectory of cognitive evolution. Insofar as theories about human uniqueness, language and so 
on turn on such properties, cognitive archaeology’s importance reaches far outside of 
archaeology. We’ve argued the major challenge to cognitive archaeology is a lack of constraint 
from midrange theory, not impoverished material remains. However, we’ve also emphasized 
bottom-up midrange theories which do not require heavy psychological or neuroscientific 
theorizing. We’ve also emphasized that practice in cognitive archaeology is bidirectional: in 
attempting to infer from things to thinking, we find ourselves thinking about cognition and its 
relationship to things in new ways. Cognitive archaeology is not merely a line of evidence 
concerning past human lifeways; it is a source of new theories and perspectives about human 
life-ways and cognition. 
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